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JUST IN CASE





Originally friends from music class at their school, the group's passion for music 
sees their band ‘Cha-Ching’ growing in popularity, quickly attracting a loyal 
fan-base around town. Cha-Ching has played to some large crowds on stage in 
the local park and with the money the kids earned from these performances, they 
learn the importance of being smart with their money and the essential skills 
needed to understand their choices.  
It’s not hard, read on and find out how they did it. You could learn some valuable
money-smarts too.
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Characters

Vocals

Rhythm Guitar
and Vocals

Zul loves cars and has 
one aim in life: to become 

a racing car driver. 
He is sensible and 

determined; in order to 
achieve this, he knows he 

needs to learn to save 
for success.

Singer
Charity loves to give 
and share. She is a 
sweet and loving 

person always looking 
for ways to help out 

those in need whether 
 it's giving money, her

time or her talent.

Lead Guitar and 

Prudence is wise and 
practical and as such, 

makes it a habit to 
save money. She 

learned early that if 
she takes some of the 
money that she gets 
and saves it, she can 
make her dreams for 
the future come true! 

Keyboards and 
Vocals

Vocals

A careless spender 
and shopaholic, Pepper 
 wants everything she 
 sees and she wants 

 it right now.

Guitar and 
Vocals

Drums and Vocals

A lovable gentle-giant, 
Bobby does not have the 

street smarts or 
self-control some of his 
friends have. In short, he 

is not so good with 
money.

Fun-loving Justin is a 
born entrepreneur and  

has lots of great 
business ideas. He 

loves taking on new 
projects and energetically 

dives into them head 
first.
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What’s wrong
Charity?

Look! I have a
puncture…

Don’t worry Charity, we
can get you another bike…maybe

you can get a cute pink one?
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I don’t think I need to
buy a brand new bike

What I need is a
puncture repair kit.

What about your
Just-in-case ?

Just-in-case ?
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Yeah. You know, you’ve
got the money you earn

…the money
you save

…the money
you spend

…the money you
donate – right?
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But then, every once-in-a-while,
we all need a little extra money, for

those things we don’t expect?

so I put a little extra
money away.

Just-in-case,
get it?
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It’s like insurance, for
those unexpected spends…
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Just-in-case you have
a sticky accident.
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Or, Just-in-case,
you break your Xbox.
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Just-in-case
you spend all
your money,

at the absolute
best sale ever!

But then when you get home you get a
call saying the DVD you rented last week is

like totally late. And they want money.
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But then you remember
you have …

So you can pay
the late-fee.

Phew, thanks
Just-in-case.

a hidden jar of
Just-in-case.
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So everyone could do with
a bit of Just-in-case.

Yeah, it could help if my
bike goes missing.

Who does keep
taking it?

Yeah, and scratching up Mum’s car.
It could also help with that.
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That’s it, you’ve got it.
Just-in-case.

Here you go Charity, have
this, Just-in-case.

Thank you Justin!

Whoof!!
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What would you do if you were caught in these scenarios? Write down how you
would react and fix the situations if you were the protagonist in these scenarios.

SCENARIO

Scenarios Worksheet

Scenario 1:  You go into a store to buy a gift for someone. You 

don’t actually have any money but the person you are with does. 

While you are in the store looking around, you pick things up and try 

them out. All of a sudden you break one of the items which you don’t 

want to buy. What would you do?

Scenario 2:  As you are standing with a friend in the lunch line at 

school, you tell him about this Hip Hop video you saw and you show 

him how it went. You are dancing around when all of a sudden you 

bump into another kid who has already bought his lunch. Because of 

you, his whole lunch is ruined on the ground. He is very hungry and 

doesn’t have enough money to buy another lunch. What would you do?

Scenario 3: You are at your best friend’s house playing ball in the 

backyard. You and your friend are getting a little crazy throwing the 

ball at each other. Your friend’s mom comes out and tells you to play 

further away so you don’t hit the house. Right after she goes inside, 

you throw the ball which smashes a window. What would you do?

SCENARIO

Scenarios Worksheet
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WHAT WOULD YOU DO...?
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SCENARIO

Scenarios Worksheet

Scenario 4:  The whole family goes to the library. You borrow a 

book that you have wanted to read for a long time. As soon as you get 

into the car you start reading. When the car stops, you are almost at 

the end of the chapter and you don’t want to stop.  Mom allows you to 

take the book into the restaurant and finish the chapter. That night 

when you plan to read your new library book you realize that you can’t 

find it. The next day you go back to the restaurant and ask but no one 

has seen the book. You can’t find it anywhere! What would you do?

Think of your own ‘Just in Case’ scenarios and discuss them!

SCENARIO

Scenarios Worksheet
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WHAT WOULD YOU DO...?
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Well we've got the money we earn, the money we save, the money we 
spend and the money we donate, but what about those extras down the 
track? Make a plan call it "Just in Case"...


